**Foundation Double Crochet Infinity Style**

A technique tutorial by Doris Chan

I have recently become entranced by the infinity or mobius style of cowl design. The fabric grows from the center outwards in a continuous figure 8. The following explanation and picture tutorial is being provided for all who have been petrified by certain of my designs, including the Valley Cowl from WEBS and DJC: Snow Day, and may also be generalized for other applications.

The cowl begins in the middle with a foundation.

**Fdc (Foundation Double Crochet):** *This creates a beginning row of double crochet, each with its own chain at the bottom, which forms the center strip of an infinity style or mobius cowl.*

Begin with a slip knot, ch 4 (equals first “ch” and first “dc”). Place a marker or safety pin in the 4th ch from hook (in other words, in the first ch made). For the next stitch, YO, insert hook in 4th ch from hook, *YO and draw up a loop (3 loops on hook), YO and draw through one loop on hook (equals the chain), [YO and draw through 2 loops on hook] twice (equals the dc)*. For the following stitches, YO, insert hook in the ch at the base of the previous st, through the face of the chain and under the nub at the back of the chain, under 2 strands (leaving the 2 strands at the chain edge), repeat from * to * for length as directed (TUTORIAL 1, 2, 3, 4)

**Connecting the Foundation into a Mobius Round:**

Turn foundation over so dc edge is on top, careful not to twist foundation yet. (TUTORIAL 5)

Bring last dc together with beginning end (TUTORIAL 6), give beginning end a half twist, matching last loop on hook with marker in first ch (TUTORIAL 7, 8), sl st in first ch (TUTORIAL 9, 10). I like to connect up the row edges of the foundation strip before continuing. Keeping hold of the ends so they don’t untwist, turn foundation upside down (TUTORIAL 11), rotating to work across the row edge of the ch-3 beginning dc, sl st in each of the 3 chs that form the beginning dc (TUTORIAL 12), then reach over and sl st in the foundation ch at the bottom of the last dc (TUTORIAL 13), thereby connecting the top and bottom of the foundation (TUTORIAL 14, 15). Begin working across the “ch” side of foundation.
TUTORIAL 1 -- The foundation is a strip. See the marker in the first chain made. As you are crocheting it, the strip sort of hangs down from the hook, with the chain edge to the left. Make sure you are inserting the hook so that two strands are running along that chain edge.
TUTORIAL 2 -- The chain edge should look like the loops of a chain.
TUTORIAL 3 -- The dc edge looks just like normal dc top loops.
TUTORIAL 4 -- Here’s a reduced sample of your strip just as you’re done crocheting. See the marker in the first chain made, see the next 3 beginning chains.
TUTORIAL 5 – Turn foundation over so dc edge is on top. This puts the hook in ready position.
TUTORIAL 6 -- Bring last dc together with beginning end, not twisting foundation yet.
TUTORIAL 7 -- Give beginning end a half twist; which direction is not critical.

TUTORIAL 8 -- Matching last loop on hook with marker in first ch
TUTORIAL 9 -- Reach over, insert hook in marked first chain.

TUTORIAL 10 -- Sl st in first ch.
TUTORIAL 11 -- Turn the piece upside down.
TUTORIAL 12 -- Sl st in each of 3 chs.
Tutorial 13 -- Reach over and sl st in first ch of other edge.
TUTORIAL 14 -- Connected!
TUTORIAL 15 -- Ready to continue, with half twist!
Books by Doris Chan

Amazing Crochet Lace: New Fashions Inspired by Old-Fashioned Lace (Potter Craft, 2006)
Everyday Crochet: Wearable Designs Just For You (Potter Craft, 2007)
Crochet Lace Innovations: 20 Dazzling Designs in Broomstick, Hairpin, Tunisian and Exploded Lace (Potter Craft, 2010)

Find these DJC Designs exclusively at Designing Vashti.com

DJC: Trellis
This pattern set includes full instructions for three shapes: the original Trellis Stole in fine/sock/fingering yarn as published in Knitcircus Spring 2011, the Trellis Multi Scarf in a long color-repeat heavy worsted yarn, the Trellis Wrap in a tonal DK weight yarn, plus tips for making any of the three shapes in practically any yarn you desire with stitch diagrams and the usual DJC extras.

DJC: Snow Day
This crochet pattern is a mini-booklet that includes: tips for crocheting an all-in-one mobius scarf-cowl-hoodie-wrap in multiple gauges, a stitch diagram, special help section.

DJC: PlayPlaid
Presenting PlayPlaid, a pattern mini-collection. Taking one clever stitch pattern using three colors in a specific order, you can crochet plaid fabric to make five projects in your choice of yarns, colorways and dimensions: the Plaidghan, the MoBigPlaidghan, the PlayPlaid Scarf, the PlayPlaid Muffler and the PlayPlaid Wrap.

DJC2: Birthday Girl
A party skirt sized for girls, tweens and teens.

DJC2: Tank Girl
A seamless lacy layering tank.

Please visit me at my blog, Doris Chan: Everyday Crochet, at dorischan crochet.com.